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KAQAPER GAR TIS MHTHR 
ТWO SLAVONIC TRANSLATIONS OF CHAPTERS 25-27 OF 
GREGORY OF NYSSA’S DE HOMINIS OPIFICIO  
 
 
ga/la u(ma=j e)po/tisa,  
ou) brw=ma!  
ou)/pw ga\r e)du/nasqe. 
1Cor.3: 2 
 
In the 14th century Gregory of Nyssa’s De hominis opificio1 was translated into 
Slavonic by an anonymous scribe. In the course of preparing an edition of this 
translation, a comparison with John the Exarch’s partial translation of the same 
text forced itself upon us. John took up three chapters of Gregory’s 
anthropological treatise to supplement his Bogoslovie, an abridged translation of 
John of Damascus’ De fide orthodoxa2. In a previous article we confronted the 
Greek text with both the translations of chapter 26 (= O obrazĕ 27, Bogoslovie 
51)3, and, before we proceed to our present set-up, we want to call to mind our 
findings, complemented with new examples from chapters 25 and 27. We 
asserted the following:  
 
“AN. [= 14th c. anonymus] se distingue de JE [John the Exarch] par son approche 
‘homologue’, c’est-à-dire par sa forte tendance à la congruence formelle et à une formulation 
essentiellement indépendante du contexte. Cette approche s’exprime notamment par un usage 
fréquent du calque morphologique (…) Tandis qu’AN. essaie de transposer dans le slavon 
avec les caractéristiques formelles (le/cij, Wortlaut) tout l’éventail sémantique des mots 
grecs, la volonté de concordance formelle semble étrangère à JE. Dans son choix des pendants 
slaves pour les mots grecs polysémiques, il part de la signification de ces mots dans le 
contexte donné (du/namij, Sinn). Plutôt que de reprendre la structure significative 
polysémique du grec, il tente de l’exclure.”4 
 
Some new examples: 
                                                          
1
 Peri\ kataskeuh=j a)nqrw/pou - CPG 3154. See SELS, La traduction slavonne. Since 
volume iv of the Gregorii Nysseni Opera (Jaeger, Langerbeck et al., since 1921, Leiden et al.) 
has not yet been published, we have to rely on the edition of FORBES, De conditione (1855). 
2
  )/Ekqesij a)kribh\j th=j o)rqodo/cou pi/stewj - CPG 8043. The Exarch’s translation 
of the Gregorian fragments is accessible to us in the edition of SADNIK, “Bruchstücke”, 
Anzeiger für slavische Philologie 10/11 (1979): 163-187 and 12 (1981): 133-169. Other 
editions are Bodjanskij’s (Čtenija v Imperatorskom Obščestve istorii i drevnostej rossijskich 
pri Moskovskom universitete, kn. 4. Moskou 1878), and the edition of the text in Makarij’s 
Velikije Minei Četii (Sorokin 1901). 
3
 See SELS, Deux traductions.  
4
 SELS, Deux traductions: 150-152. 
  
 
25.5 GR. gewrgou= - gewrgi/aj - t%= gehpo/n% 
 EX. ´åìüí(î)ì¹ äýëàòåëþ – ´åìüíàãî äýëà – ´åìüí¹¹ìó òð¹äüíèê¹ 
 AN. çåìëåäýëàòåëþ – çåìë¬äýë°ñòâó – çåìë¬òðóäíîìó 
 
25.13 GR. th=j filosofi/aj  27.2 GR. dia/logoj 
 EX. âñÿ åëèüñêû áëÿäè   EX. áåñýäîâàíî 
 AN. ëþáîìóäð·åìü    AN. äâwåñëîâ·å 
 
27.4  GR. a)morfi/a    27.9 GR. to\ gnwrimw/taton 
 EX. ´úëî îáðà´üñòâî    EX. 2æå ¬ñòü ´íà¬ìýå 
 AN. áåçüwáðàç·å    AN. çíàåìý¸øåå  
 
27.9  GR. a)perga/zetai (said about the womb) 
 EX. ðîä¸òü (context-bound) 
 AN. ñüäýëîâàåòü (concordant stem: ~ e)/rgon - äýëî)     
      
“La traduction d’AN. présente une concordance nominale plus importante que celle de JE, 
parce que le choix du matériel lexical est presque toujours indépendant du contexte. (…) La 
préférence de JE pour l’Ausdrucksvariation est connue et on ne rencontre qu’à peine chez lui 
des pendants fixes.”5 
 
Whereas the anonymous translator consequently translates lo/goj, for example, 
by ñëîâî6, the Exarch regularly produces context-sensitive translations, not 
uncommonly inclined towards a greater explicitness: 
 
25.9 GR. t%= prostaktik%= lo/g% 
 EX. ïîâåëýíü¬ìü 
 AN. ïîâåëýíí¥ìü ñëîâîìü 
 
25.10 GR. neani/an au)to\n o)noma/zei o( lo/goj.  
EX. þíîò¹ èìåí¹åòü åâ'íãëè¬! 
AN. þíîøó áî òîãî ¸ìåíóåòü ñëîâî! 
 
25.10 GR.... e)n oli/g% ... o( lo/goj e)trag%/dhse; 
 EX.!!! âú ìàëý ñúêàçà ñò'î¬ ñëîâî? 
AN.!!! âü ìàëý ñëîâî ñýòóå ¸ñïîâýäà? 
 
25.12 GR. bebaiw=sai to\n lo/gon 
 EX. ¹ñòàâèòè è ¹òâðüäèòè ñëîâî ¹÷åíèÿ 
 AN. ¸çâýñò¸ò¸ ñëîâî  
                                                          
5
 SELS, o.c.: 153. See the example of sa/rc - sw=ma / ïëúòü - òýëî. 
6
 See also SELS, La traduction: 169.  
  
We continued: 
 
“Au niveau de la phrase, (…) AN. conserve la structure syntaxique du grec – surtout la 
syntaxe du verbe et de la phrase, et dans une moindre mesure la syntaxe nominale et des cas – 
et cherche à reprendre la syntaxe souvent hypotactique. Il essaye d’atteindre une équivalence 
numérique et positionnelle avec le modèle grec. JE procède souvent à la simplification de la 
structure grammaticale et de l’articulation informative par un réarrangement (souvent 
paratactique) de l’information, l’abandon ou l’explication de mots. Chez lui, les constructions 
grecques sont souvent remplacées par des tournures slaves, correspondant au sentiment 
linguistique de l’époque.”7  
 
and 
 
“On observe également chez JE des réductions au niveau du texte, notamment par l’abandon 
de phrases ou de propositions du texte source, considérées manifestement comme superflues 
ou trop lourdes (…). Il y a aussi des ajouts et des écarts importants par rapport au texte 
original (…)”8 
 
This is illustrated by the following example (chapter 25,3): in the Exarch’s 
translation, an adnominal genitive becomes an adverbial clause, a parenthesis is 
left out, information is rearranged, a verb is added and the passive voice 
becomes active. The anonymous translator, on the other hand, usually preserves 
the verbal and, to a smaller degree, the nominal syntax of Greek (the use of an 
adjective instead of an adnominal genitive, for example, constitutes a slight 
deviation9). Furthermore, he tries to maintain the original word order:  
 
                                                          
7
 SELS, o.c.: 154. 
8
 Ibid.: 157 
9
 See Ibid.:169. 
GR. a)lla\ kai\ para\ to\n 
tou= pa/qouj kairo\n, ai( me\n 
gunai=kej e)phkolou/qoun 
qrhnou=sai th\n a)/dikon e)p' 
au)t%= yh=fon  
 
(ou)/pw ga\r ei)j th\n tw=n 
ginome/nwn oi)konomi/an 
a)pe/blepon)  
 
o( de\ sumbouleu/ei ta\ me\n 
peri\ au)to\n gino/mena 
siwpa=n! mhde\ ga\r eiånai 
dakru/wn a)/cia!  
 
EX. íú è âú âðåìÿ, ¬ãäà 
è ðàñïÿøà, æåíû 
ãðäõ¹ ïëà÷þùà ñÿ 
íåïðàâüäüíààãî wñ¹æ-
äåíè åì¹;  
 
omission 
 
 
 
îíú æå ñúâýòîâààøå è 
(Sadnik: rel imъ) ìëú÷àò¸, 
íå áî äîñòîèíî ïðèÿòèå 
ñëüçú,  
 
AN. Íü ¸ âü ñòð(à)ñòíîå 
âðýìå, æåí¥ óáî 
ïîñëýäîâà”õó ð¥äàþùå 
íåïðàâåäíà”ãî íà í¬ìü 
ñóäà  
 
– íå óáî âü á¥âàþù¸õ(ü) 
ñüìîòðåí·å âüç¥ðà”õ¹ –  
 
 
wí æå ñüâýò¹åòü ÿæå w 
í¬ìü á¥âàåìà” ìëü÷àò¸, 
í¸ áî á¥ò¸ ñëüçàìü 
äwñ(òî)¸íà,  
 
  
u(perqe/sqai de\ to\n o)durmo\n 
kai\ to\n qrh=non ei)j to\n 
a)lhqh= tw=n dakru/wn 
kairo\n, o(/tan perisxeq$= 
toi=j poliorkou=sin h( 
po/lij. 
 
ïðåëîæèòè æå ïîäîáàåòü 
êðè÷ü è ïëà÷ü âú 
äîñòîèíî¬ âðåìÿ ñëü´ú, 
¬ãäà wáüñä¹òü 
ðàòüíèöè ãðàäú. 
 
 
wò(ü)ëîæ¸ò¸ æå ð¥äàí·å 
¸ ïëà÷ü âü ¸ñò¸ííîå 
ñëüçàìü âðýìå, 2ãäà 
oáü¬òü á¹äåòü 
ðàòí¥ì¸ ãðàäü. 
As for the style, we noticed that the anonymus’ approach, i.e. his predilection for 
formal correspondence and nominal concordance, often results in the 
preservation of the original  rhetorical structure (anaphora, hyperbaton, 
annominatio etc.)10. The Exarch’s stylistic self-consciousness, on the other hand, 
is known11: some original stylistic devices are borrowed, others are dropped, 
while new devices of his own diction appear, independent of the original.   
As shown, we were able to point out some major differences in the way 
translation was approached on the level of lexical units, syntax, textual 
segmentation, and style. However, our selection of isolated examples could be 
said to be more persuasive than representative. On the whole, we lingered on an 
anecdotal level and our conclusion remained all too general:  
 
“Avec Jean l’Exarque et l’anonyme du 14e siècle, nous avons les deux extrêmes dans le 
domaine de la traduction : d’une part la traduction ‘analogue’, axée sur la langue cible, et 
d’autre part l’approche ‘homologue’, axée sur la langue source.”12 
 
This binary opposition could almost be put on a par with the tenacious 
dichotomy between ‘free’ and ‘faithful translation’, which has been the 
prevailing taxonomy in mainstream thought about translation since antiquity13. It 
is nevertheless clear that, in actual practice, notions like this will cover different 
meanings depending on what is opposed to them. Not only do they pave the way 
for subjective value judgements in terms of ‘fidelity’ or ‘betrayal’, but they also 
fail to do justice to the diversity that actual translations exhibit. 
 
“The normative assumption that translation is either faithful or free (and that if it’s faithful it 
translates either individual words or individual sentences) has blinded us to the full range of 
even individual translators’ actual methodological repertoires, let alone the collective 
repertoire of all translators taken en masse”.14 
                                                          
10
 See TROST, Untersuchungen: 65-70. 
11
 See LÄGREID, Rhetorische Stil, e.g. the summary: 66. SELS, Deux traductions: 158. 
12
 SELS, o.c.: 159. 
13
 See Cicero’s distinction ‘ut interpres’ - ‘ut orator’. “Occasionally attempts are 
made tot introduce a third term (e.g. Dryden [1680] 1975), but the overall polarity has long 
remained between these two extremes”, CHESTERMAN, Memes: 12. ROBINSON, “Free 
translation”, RETS: 87-90, sees the beginning of a three-part taxonomy with Jerome: sense-
for-sense (sensus de sensu) as a faithful middle ground between word-for-word (verbum e 
verbo) and free, recurring e.g. in John Dryden’s (1631-1700) metaphrase, paraphrase and 
imitation.  
14
 ROBINSON, “Free translation”, RETS: 89-90. 
  
Descriptive Translation Studies 
 
Having acknowledged some shortcomings in our previous approach, we will 
turn to the field of Translation Studies (TS), a discipline now generally 
considered as autonomous. However, in 1985 Toury still qualified TS as ‘a 
discipline-in-the-making’, ascribing its incompleteness, among other things, to 
the want of a systematical descriptive branch as an inherent to TS as a whole. 
Ten years later, in his 1995 monograph, Toury felt compelled to repeat his 
observation15. The importance of interaction between the ‘pure’ theoretical and 
the descriptive branch of TS was also pointed out by Lambert and van Gorp: 
 
“(…) the importance of descriptive studies for translation theory has not been sufficiently 
recognized. This explains why the concrete study of translations and translational behaviour 
in particular socio-cultural contexts has often remained isolated from current theoretical 
research, and why there is still, on the whole, a wide gap between the theoretical and the 
descriptive approach. (…) Indeed, our methodology in this respect too often remains purely 
intuitive.”16 
 
As for the theory of translation, a major change of focus has to be taken 
into account17. The shift from langue to parole already marked a rift in the 
basically linguistic trend (language as a code and translation as ‘code-
switching’18). However, it was the introduction of a more functionally and socio-
culturally oriented concept of translation that resulted in a ‘dethronement’ of the 
source text and a devaluation of the formerly dominant notion of 
‘equivalence’19. Situational factors such as the communicative purpose or 
skopos of a translation and the expectancy norms of the receptor culture were 
now being accounted for as important determiners for translation strategies, and 
thus for the specificity of the relation between the source text and the target 
                                                          
15
 TOURY, Rationale: 16-17, and ID., Descriptive Translation Studies: 1-2. Striking is 
the fact that a lemma ‘descriptive translation studies’ is lacking in the fairly recent Routledge 
Encyclopedia of Translation Studies (1998). 
16
 LAMBERT – VAN GORP, Describing Translations: 42. 
17
 See e.g. the historical overview by NORD, Translating: 1-13. 
18
 CHESTERMAN, Memes: 30-33, and FAWCETT, “Linguistic approaches”, RETS: 120-
125. See e.g. the typical opening words in Catford’s Linguistic Theory: 1, “Translation is an 
operation performed on languages: a process of substituting a text in one language for a text 
in another. Clearly, then, any theory of translation must draw upon a theory of language – a 
general linguistic theory.”  
19
 See VAN DEN BROECK, Concept of Equivalence. Also KENNY, “Equivalence”, 
RETS: 77-80, “Proponents of equivalence-based theories of translation usually define 
equivalence as the relationship between the source text and a target text that allows the TT to 
be considered as a translation of the ST in the first place.” Some scholars have drawn 
attention to the circularity of the argumentation, e.g. CHESTERMAN, Memes: 10. The key 
position of this notion of ‘sameness’ between source text and target text has been contested, 
particularly within the framework of the younger target-oriented (functionalist, norm-based) 
approaches.  
  
text20. Influential in this respect are norm-based approaches21, drawing on Even-
Zohar’s polysystem theory22. The standards against which translations are 
measured, i.e. the norms that govern the prevailing concept of equivalence in a 
given socio-cultural context, are brought into focus.  
 
 “The norms that determine the particular concept of equivalence prevalent at different stages 
in history, or amongst different schools of translators, or even within the work of a single 
translator, then constitute a valid object of enquiry for descriptive translation studies.”23 
 
“Translations are facts of one system only: the target system”24. Therefore, a 
translation should not solely be approached as a mirror image of a source text, 
but as a ‘new’ text as well, serving its own communicative purpose as an 
element of a particular target system. It will not do to comment on surface 
textual-linguistic representations, although establishing the particular relation 
between source text and target text – e.g. by pointing out optional shifts or 
translational strategies25 – remains an important task in translation description26.  
 
 
                                                          
20
 See SCHÄFFNER, “Skopos theory”, RETS: 235-238. See also MASON, 
“Communicative / functional approaches”, RETS: 29-33. 
21
 TOURY, Nature and Role of Norms, and ID., Descriptive Translation Studies: 53-69. 
See BAKER, “Norms”, RETS: 163-165 and CHESTERMAN, Memes: 33-40.  
22
 Translation as a sub-system within the literary ‘polysystem’, i.e. a differentiated and 
dynamic conglomerate of systems, that, embedded in larger cultural and socio-economical 
structures, undergoes constant change due to internal shifts and contradictions (e.g. between 
conservative and innovative, between centre and periphery). EVEN-ZOHAR, Polysystem 
theory.  
23
 KENNY, “Equivalence”, RETS: 77-80. 
24
 TOURY, Rationale: 19. See also LAMBERT - VAN GORP: Describing Translations: 46-
47, “(…) no translation ever accepts either T1 [= source text] or S1 [(literary) system of the 
source text] as its exclusive model; it will inevitably contain all kinds of interferences deriving 
from the target system.” 
25
 See POPOVIČ’s definition, Concept: 79, “All that appears as new with respect to the 
original, or fails to appear where it might have been expected, may be interpreted as a shift.”; 
See also BAKKER et.al., “Shifts of translation”, RETS: 226-231 and VAN DEN BROECK – 
LEFEVERE, Uitnodiging: 95-100. CHESTERMAN, Memes: 87-115, uses the process-oriented 
notion ‘translational strategy’ instead of the product-oriented term ‘shift’, p.92: “one way to 
look at strategies in more detail is in fact to see them as kinds of changes. (…) Such a view 
has led to a number of classifications of changes which have traditionally been thought of as 
being from source to target text, as various kinds of transfer operations or formal shifts”. 
26
 “The different translation strategies evident in the text itself provide the most 
explicit information about the relations between the source and target systems, and about the 
translator’s position in and between them”, LAMBERT en VAN GORP, Describing translations: 
47. CHESTERMAN also stresses the relevance for TS of contrastive analysis, in spite of its 
rejection by some functionalists. Within the framework of norm theory the question of how 
different translational norms are actually attained in practice remains relevant. Memes: 79-80, 
85. 
  
Distance as an obstacle 
 
In scrutinising medieval translations we are, however, aware of the specific 
difficulties that inhere in our subject. A first problem is posed by the texts 
themselves. Since we do not dispose of editions which are authorised by the 
writer or the translator, it is only with the greatest caution that we can speak of 
the source text or the target text. Research departing from a branch of the written 
tradition of the source text, other than the one used by the translator, cannot but 
lead to wrong conclusions concerning the translator’s competence or method27. 
A similar problem arises when one departs from secondary readings or scribal 
errors in the translation28.  
A second obstacle is the fact that some elements escape our understanding 
due to chronological and cultural distances. The exact referential meaning of a 
word sometimes eludes us (e.g. some culture-bound notions, realia,…), but more 
often we fail to notice the connotative meaning of words. Also the degree to 
which concrete translational solutions, such as neologisms or semantic calques, 
were properly understood by the target audience, or the way they were perceived 
– as familiar or ‘foreignising’ – often remains obscure.  
 
“The major difficulty in determining whether a polyseme has been mistranslated is the fact 
that it remains uncertain whether a Slavonic root with all its cognates was being given the 
same meaning as the equivalent Greek root with its cognates.”29 
 
An additional problem in the Slavonic field is the scarcity, at an early stage, of 
original, untranslated texts as material for comparison30. Even the degree to 
which this ‘unnatural’ literary language was in se felt as ‘foreignising’, in a 
given period or by a given segment of the public, cannot readily be ascertained. 
Another difficulty is the limited availability of extra-textual information, 
such as data about the translator, the communicative context, the intended 
                                                          
27
 Exemplars of medieval translators not uncommonly displayed lacunae and 
abridgements. Ignorance of the specificity of the source text often prompted scholars to 
ascribe the omissions to the translator, see e.g. WEITEMEIER: Latin Adaptation: 101-102. 
Examples from the Slavic field in TOMSĂN, Sravnjavane: 289-294, and ID., John the Exarch: 
45-46. See also ÅGREN, Problem: 1-72.  
28
 See e.g. the remarks by THOMSON, John the Exarch: 47 and 58, “Some of the 
examples which have been quoted as instances of John’s misunderstanding the Greek are also 
the result of later scribal corruption”, and “To censure him for not coining a one-to-one 
equivalent theological and philosophical terminology not merely ignores the textological 
evidence of the variants, which indicates that it was more uniform than hitherto suspected, 
(…)”. For John’s Bogoslovie, known to us only in relatively late copies, it is not always easy 
to discern precisely what goes back to the Exarch himself. The 14th-century translation is less 
problematic in this respect, because the text witnesses stay close to the putative time of 
translation, exhibiting relatively few linguistic and textual differences among themselves. 
29
 THOMSON, John the Exarch: 50. 
30
 For the discernment of loan syntax, for instance. See RŮŽICKA, Lehnsyntax.  
  
audience, the reception of the text etc. We usually have to make do with a broad 
historico-cultural frame. The scarcity of medieval reflection on translation, as 
made explicit in paratexts, should also be taken into account here. Our modern 
preoccupation with context was not shared by medieval bookmen:  
 
“The participants in Orthodox Slavonic book culture were more interested in truth than in 
context. Explicit information about – or by – translators is very rare indeed. (…) Few 
translators are known, fewer still are known from their own words. We can assess their 
achievements with modern tools of translation-analysis, but we have little opportunity to hear 
what they thought they were doing, how they viewed the task of transferring the written word 
from one language into another.”31 
 
We indeed have to pay attention to the huge discrepancy between the 
world views and language conceptions of medieval bookmen and modern 
scholars. Whereas the present translation analysts want to dispose of 
terminology qualifying translations in terms of fidelity or betrayal, precisely this 
distinction was crucial to medieval translators. Phenomena such as the 14th 
century ispravlenie knig have to be viewed in this context, the focus being on 
‘correctness’ and truth/orthodoxy32. While present-day functionalists tend to 
minimise the importance of the source text as a yardstick, to the medieval scribe 
the often highly prestigious source language text was a receptacle of truth. That 
is why 14th century Slavic bookmen fell back on the Greek models, which were 
believed to guarantee orthodoxy.  
Franklin rightly reminds us “…how easy it is to filter the past through the 
potentially distorting prism of our own terminology”33, a truism, even for the 
most current terminology, as, for instance, the word ‘writer’34. Likewise, our 
relativistic notion of meaning, as something which only crystallises in the 
process of communication, contrasts sharply with the dominant medieval 
conception of absolute and unchangeable meaning.35 
                                                          
31
 FRANKLIN, Writing: 207. The author mentions five utterances of early translators 
about their work, namely the one in the Macedonian Folium, John the Exarch’s preface, and 
the statements of John the Presbyter, Konstantin of Preslav and Feodosii. 
32
 The connection between linguistic corruption and doctrinal error was emphasized, 
see e.g. Konstantin Kosteneckij’s Treatise on the Letters: “Blasphemy in the letters is the 
enemy of God”, GOLDBLATT, Orthography and Orthodoxy: 113, and Gregory Camblak in his 
Encomium of Patriarch Euthymius on the early translations: “they concealed in themselves 
many errors and were not in agreement with the true dogmas. Thereupon many heresies 
arose from them”, GOLDBLATT, Textual Restoration: 136-137.  
33
 FRANKLIN, Writing: 218. 
34
 FRANKLIN, Writing: 217-223. The activities of an author, translator, compilator,… 
were not as strictly marked as they are today. For instance, translations did not necessarily 
present themselves as such. Our notion of authorial creativity and originality cannot be 
mapped on medieval conceptions. 
35
 notably because of the assumed existence of an intrinsic and unbreakable bond 
between the word and its referent. See THOMSON, Sensus: 675-677, ID., John the Exarch: 39-
41, ID., Évolution: 322-323. Also CHESTERMAN, Memes: 20-21. 
  
 
Description. The preliminary data. 
 
We will now bring into focus the objects of our research from a target-oriented 
point of view. We will outline the historico-cultural contexts from which John’s 
Bogoslovie and the anonymous translator’s O obrazĕ arose. Although the status 
of the texts as translations has firmly been established, the way the texts present 
themselves in prefaces and headings deserves our attention, as well as the 
specificity of the source text copies used for the two translations. Furthermore, 
we will discuss the choice of the material to be translated, the factors that 
apparently affected this selection, and the new textual environments in which the 
translations were embedded.  
 
A few decades after the introduction, together with the Writ, of writing, the 
Bulgarian cities of Ohrid and Preslav flourished as centres of a supra-national 
Slavo-Byzantine culture. The first golden age of Bulgarian literature, under the 
rule of the cultivated hemiargos Symeon (893-927), witnessed an intense 
literary activity, impelled by the needs of the young Church.  
 
“Next to the Bible, the provision of liturgical books (…) was the first prerequisite for setting 
up the new Slavonic churches. The next stage was to provide these churches with a means of 
consolidating and spreading the new faith and of defending it against paganism and heresy.”36 
 
“…, the choice and adaptation of that literature translated during the period of the first 
Bulgarian empire were clearly dictated by the needs of the Bulgarian church and its mission 
of evangelization.”37 
 
Whereas translations tend to assume a peripheral and servile position in 
the literary system of the recipient culture38, this was not the case in the early 
written culture of the Slavs. The absence of a norm shaping system of original 
literature allowed translations of liturgical and para-liturgical texts39, initially of 
Cyrillo-Methodian descent, to model the conventions of writing40, heavily 
influenced by the Greek language41 and the Byzantine literary models42.  
                                                          
36
 OBOLENSKY, Byzantine Commonwealth: 327. 
37
 THOMSON, Continuity: 143. 
38
 See EVEN-ZOHAR, Position: 124, and ID., Polysystem theory: 300. Also TOURY, 
Descriptive Translation Studies: 272. 
39
 For the overwhelming share of religious literature in the early Slavonic sources, see 
ROTHE, Sakrale Grundlagen. 
40
 “To say that translated literature maintains a primary position is to say that it 
participates actively in modelling the centre of the polysystem. In such a situation it is by and 
large an integral part of innovatory forces, and as such likely to be identified with major 
events in literary history while these are taking place.” EVEN-ZOHAR, Position: 120.  
41
 For the influence of Greek on Old Church Slavonic, see, amongst others, VEČERKA, 
Influence. 
  
We must see John the Exarch’s Bogoslovie against this background. The 
heading and preface immediately present the text as a translation, mentioning 
the translator and the original author, John of Damascus: “ïðîëîãú ñúòâîðåíú 
èwàíîìü ïðî´âyòåðúìü åêñàðõîìü áúëãàðüñêîìü, èæå ¬ñòü è ïðýëîæèëú 
êíèãû ñèÿ”, and some lines farther down “ïðýëîæèõú ñ'òãî èwàíà 
ïðå´â¹òåðà äàìàñêèíà”43. The sources of the appendices to John’s abridged 
translation of the De fide are not mentioned. The fragments are consecutively 
numbered as chapters 49 to 54, linking up directly with the chapters from the De 
fide. However, it is clear from the present state of research that chapters 50-52 
go back to chapters 25-27 of Gregory of Nyssa’s De hominis opificio44. The 
three thematically connected fragments deal with the doctrine of the 
resurrection45.  
 
Despite social and political tensions, a thriving of Slavic letters and arts marked 
the 14th century, that would end in the Ottoman dominance over the Balkans. 
Contacts between Greek, Serb and Bulgarian cultural centres were intense, while 
hesychasm occupied the minds of Greek and Slav monks alike46. A reassessment 
of the role of Church Slavonic and its relationship to Greek could be observed, 
particularly in the movement associated with Euthymius, patriarch of Trnovo. 
LaBauve Hébert mentions a change in the ‘metalinguistic tradition’: 
 
“While the Cyrillo-Methodian metalinguistic tradition was concerned with shaping and 
establishing a Slavic vernacular for religious purposes, the Euthymian metalinguistic tradition 
was primarily focused on ensuring that that vernacular (Church Slavonic) enjoy equal prestige 
with Greek.”47 
 
The emancipation of Church Slavonic as a standard language was believed to 
emerge from an even closer proximity to the prestigious Greek. A heavily 
ornated rhetoric, inspired by Byzantine models, flourished both in translations 
and original works.  
 
“However, by the XIV century the level of learning in Bulgaria had risen to such an extent 
that the same theological and philosophical issues which were exercizing the minds of 
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 For the cultural heritage of the Greek-speaking word and the influence of Byzantine 
literary models, see, amongst others, OBOLENSKY: Commonwealth: 322 and further. 
43
 SADNIK,  )/Ekqesij: 2 and 18.  
44
 SADNIK, Bruchstücke: 10/11 (1979) 163-187 and 12 (1981): 133-169. 
45
 In chapters 25-27, Gregory contends that the doctrine of the Resurrection, or the 
eventual ‘Restoration of man’, is confirmed by the accuracy of other predictions in the 
Scriptures, and by the accounts of people being raised from the death, not in the least Christ 
Himself. Gregory refutes the apparent impossibility of a ‘Restoration’ by pointing to well-
known parallels in nature, and to the boundlessness of the Divine power.  
46
 See e.g. OBOLENSKY, Commonwealth: 336-340; LABAUVE HÉBERT, Hesychasm: 
393-434; WHITE, Hesychasm; HEPPEL, Hesychast Movement.  
47
 LABAUVE HÉBERT, o.c.: 41. 
  
Byzantine churchmen were equally burning topics in Bulgaria. (…). The major dogmatic 
movement in the XIV century was hesychasm and not only were the works of its leading 
exponents Gregory Sinaites and Gregory Palamas immediately translated, so too were the 
mystical works of those fathers who had inspired them, among whom was Gregory of Nyssa, 
whose De hominis opificio was among the translations.”48 
 
From this ‘late medieval, ‘Euthymian’ recension of Byzantine culture’49 
arose the anonymous text O obrazĕ. Though the text does not present itself as a 
translation, the original author and title are mentioned: î wáðàçý ÷ë(îâý)êà50, 
áë(à)æåíàãî ãð¸ãîð·à, áðàòà ñ(âå)ò(à)ãî âàñ¸ë·à. A comparison with Forbes’ 
edition of the De hominis opificio leaves no doubt as to the identification of 
Gregory’s treatise as the source text of the O obrazĕ. This full translation was 
probably produced together with a translation of Basil’s Homiliae IX in 
Hexaemeron, both texts forming a whole named Šestodnevnik or Hexaemeron51.  
 
The source text relevant to our present purpose then consists of three chapters of 
Gregory’s commentary on Genesis 1.26, probably written around 379 as a 
conscious addition to Basil’s homilies on creation. In this work, betraying strong 
Platonising tendencies, Gregory elaborates the themes of God’s image in man 
and the mystical ascent52. Not only does Gregory exhibit a remarkable 
familiarity with secular learning in the fields of music, medicine, physics and 
cosmology, he also falls back on contemporary rhetoric.  
 However, the identity of John’s source text with the one used by the 
anonymus should be put into perspective. It is most unlikely that the Exarch’s 
copy of the Greek De hominis opificio presented the text precisely as it was 
conceived  by Gregory of Nyssa in the 4th century (not to mention the text as it 
was retrieved by Forbes in his 1855 edition). Furthermore, the exemplar used by 
the 14th century translator probably deviated from the original Greek in some 
aspects, as well as from John’s copy, while the possibility that one or both 
translators used more than one Greek exemplar cannot be excluded. Therefore, 
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 THOMSON, Continuity: 144. 
49
 OBOLENSKY, Commonwealth: 340.  
50
 The translation of the title does not correspond to the common Greek title, Peri\ 
kataskeuh=j a)nqrw/pou. The incipit parallels that of ms. c (Lamb.3, cod. 63) in Forbes’ 
edition: Peri\ ei)ko/noj a)nqrw/pou! tou½ makari/ou grhgori/ou a)delfou½ tou½ a(gi/ou 
basilei/ou. 
51
 See SELS, Deux traductions: 138, n. 11. It remains unclear if Gregory’s treatise 
already constituted a whole with Basil’s text in the Greek exemplar, and if they were 
translated by the same translator(s). 
52
 The very notion of o(moi/wsij qe%= is an echo from Plato’s Theaetetus, previously 
picked up by Middle- and Neo-Platonism. The De hominis opificio tends to be called a 
‘Christian Timaeus’ (just as Gregory’s De anima et resurrectione has been labelled as a 
‘Christian Phaedo’). Gregory’s work has unmistakably been influenced by Plotinus and 
Origenes. See among others DÖRRIE in RAC: 890-893 and CANEVET in DS: 979-984. 
  
some parts of the translations cannot be considered as different translational 
solutions for the same source text problems. 
 It is necessary, then, that we clarify the degree to which the models of 
both translators were similar. We previously pointed out that the 14th century 
translation goes back to one particular branch of the Greek textual tradition53. 
We then demonstrated by means of examples from chapter 26 that the Exarch’s 
model could also be linked to this branch54. Some new examples from chapters 
25 and 27 show both translations following the same variant readings55:  
 
25.12 GR. e)/dei ga\r e)n e(te/roij sw/masi proseqi/santa* tou\j a)nqrw/pouj t%= 
kata\ th\n a)na/stasin qau/mati, e)n t%= kaq' e(auto\n a)nqrw/p%* 
bebaiw=sai to\n lo/gon56.  
Var. * proseqi/santaj q ; * e)n t$= i)di/# sarki\ kaq' e(auto\n abi 
EX. ïîäîáî [Sadnik: lies podoba] áàøå èíýì· ïëúòíûèìè ïðè¹÷üøå 
[Sadnik: lies –šъ (?)] ÷ë'âêû î âúñòàíúíýåìü ÷¹äåñå âú ñâîåè ïëúòè 
ñîáîþ ¹ñòàâèòè è ¹òâðüðäèòè ñëîâî ¹÷åíèÿ! 
AN. Ïîä(î)áàøå áî, âü ¸íýõ(ü) òýëåñåõ(ü) wá¥êø·¸ìü ÷ë(îâý)êwìü 
2æå âü âüñêð(ü)ñåí¸ ÷þäîìü, âü ñâîå¸ ïëüò¸ âü ñåáý ¸çâýñò¸ò¸ ñëîâî! 
 
27.2 GR. dia\ th=j sunanakra/sewj*  
Var. * nu=n a)nakra/sewj bimqt 
  EX. íûíýøüíèèìü ðàñòâîðîìü 
  AN. ðàñòâîðåí·åìü í(¥)íÿøí¸ìü 
 
27.3 GR. Ou)kou=n ou)de\n* e)/cw tou= e)i)kotoj e)sti\...  
Var. * ou)k abirt 
  EX. äà íýñòü êðîìý ëýïîòû!!! 
  AN. ïðî÷åå íå âüíý ïîä(î)áíàãî ¬ñ(òü)!!! 
 
However, the following examples demonstrate that both Greek copies were 
indeed different in some points: 
 
25.3 GR. Forbes: peri\ th\n teknofa/gon   
  EX. î ýä¹ùèè ÷àäî ñâîå æåíý 
  GR.var. q: peri\ th\n teknofagi/an  
AN. w ÷åäîÿäåí·ó 
 
27.7 GR. Forbes: ti/ kaino\n ei) kai\ e)n t%= th=j a)nasta/sewj lo/g%...  
  EX. òî ÷¹äî ëè ¬ñòü, àùå è âú âúñòàíüíûè ä'íü!!! 
  GR.var. abimnq: ei) om.  
AN. ÷òî” ÷þäíî ¸ âü âüñêð(ü)ñåí·à ñëîâý 
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 In his preface FORBES, De conditione: 98, distinguishes between two manuscript 
‘families’; both Slavonic translations follow the group abcikmnqrt (sigla Forbes). See SELS, 
Traduction: 150. 
54
 See SELS, Deux traductions: 150. 
55
 For the examples from chapter 26, see SELS, o.c.: 150. 
56
 Translation of MOORE and WILSON: 417, “For it behoved Him, when He had 
accustomed men to the miracle of the resurrection in other bodies, to confirm His word in His 
own humanity.”  
  
 
We formerly suggested that the younger translator could have been influenced 
by the Exarch’s work 57. It is not wholly unlikely that the anonymus had a copy 
of John’s Bogoslovie at his disposal. However, even if John’s translation was 
known to him, the development of Church Slavonic and the changed concept of 
translation probably would have restrained him from borrowing. Verbatim 
parallels, even partial, are scarce, apart from some quotes from the Scriptures. 
The texts do not provide us with arguments for the possible acquaintance of the 
14th century translator with John’s work, and influence of the latter should be 
ruled out.  
 
Lambert and van Gorp, among others, pointed out the relevance for descriptive 
translation studies of preliminary data such as paratexts58. Whereas the 
anonymus, as most medieval bookmen, does not preface our comment his 
translation, the Exarch’s prolog to the Bogoslovie is one of the rare utterances by 
medieval Slavic translators about their work59. The subject has received much 
scholarly attention, so we will not deal with it at length60.  
John indicates that he translates “ðà´¹ìà ðàäè (…), à íå òú÷üþ ã'ëú 
èñòîâûèõú ðàäüìà (for the sake of the sense and not merely for the sake of 
the true lexemes)”61, and that he uses the ‘equivalent’ or ‘homosemantic sense’ 
instead of the ‘true lexeme’62 wherever this is necessary. However, the 
translational problems he brings up in his preface mainly relate to the word 
level63.  
 
“Broadly speaking, the prefaces and colophons imply a word-by-word approach to 
translation, or at any rate an approach which focuses on small semantic units (…) rather than 
large semantic structures.”64 
                                                          
57
 We previously drew attention to a small but interesting parallel, namely the use by 
both translators of the exclusive ñâîèìú / ñâî¸ìü for h(me/teroj, no variant readings being 
mentioned by Forbes; elsewhere in the 14th century translation h(me/teroj has consequently 
been translated with íàøü. Possibly ñâî¸ìü goes back to a lost Greek variant. SELS, Deux 
traductions: 157, n.70.  
58
 LAMBERT – VAN GORP, Describing Translations: 52 
59
 See supra, note 33. 
60
 For a bibliography on the subject, see PODSKALSKY, Theologische Literatur: 145. 
61
 SADNIK,  )/Ekqesij: 26-28, translation by THOMSON, John the Exarch: 41. 
62
 For the notions ‘istovoe slovo / e)/tumoj le/cij’ (the true lexeme / word) and the 
alternative of ‘razumъ istovyj tožde mogušь / e)/tumoj o(modu/namoj du/namij’ (the true 
homosemantic / equi-valent sense), see FRANKLIN, Writing: 210-215, THOMSON, John the 
Exarch: 40-41, and HANSACK, Kyrillisch-Mazedonische Blatt: 395-405. 
63
 “íåáîíú èæå ãë'ú âú èíîìü ÿ´ûöý êðàñüíú, òî âú äðy´ýìü íåêðàñüíú, 
èæå âú èíîìú ñòðàøüíú, òî âú äð¹´ýìü íåñòðàøüíú, èæå âú èíîìü ÷üñòüíú, òî 
âú äð¹´ýìü íå÷üñòüíú! è åæå èì ì¹æüñêî, òî âú èíîìü æåíüñêî (…) è ïàêû 
ã'ëåìú åëèíüñêû: ïàíúòà òà å´èè, à ñëîâýíüñêû: âñè ÿ´ûöè”, SADNIK,  )/Ekqesij: 24-
26.  
64
 FRANKLIN, Writing: 215. 
  
 
A broader view of his task as a translator or data about his intended audience are 
lacking in the preface, but the Exarch does mention an admonition by the monk 
Doks, who confronts him with his duty as a priest to translate the ‘učitelьskaja 
sъkazanija’65. The implicit ‘translator’s intention’ then cannot be separated from 
the context in which the Exarch wrote, namely in the service of the young 
Bulgarian Church:  
 
“The immediate task facing the Bulgarian church in the IX an X centuries was the inculcation 
of the basic tenets of the new faith and its attendant morality.”66 
 
Another, previously neglected, difference between the two translations is what 
we would call the ‘general strategy’ or ‘translation policy’67, i.e. the selection of 
the material to be translated and the new textual environments in which they 
were integrated. 
 The Exarch did not select chapters 25-27 of the De hominis opificio at 
random. They responded to existing needs, while the text as a whole – a highly 
erudite work on mystical theology – did not.  
 
“Mystical theology was (…) beyond the capacity of the neophytes and of all of Gregory of 
Nyssa’s works only three brief excerpts from his De hominis opificio are found as the second, 
third and fourth appendices to the adaptation of John of Damascus’ De fide orthodoxa.”68  
 
Five out of six of the appendices to the Bogoslovie, including the Gregorian 
fragments, concern the doctrine of the resurrection, one of the basic tenets of 
Faith69. In a period of consolidation of the Bulgarian church, they were 
embedded in the first work of systematic theology translated into Slavonic. As 
Thomson rightly pointed out, it is hardly surprising that precisely the De fide, a 
‘summa philosophica et theologica of the patristic age’, was translated in this 
period70.  
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 “÷üñòüíûè ÷ë'âêú ä¹êñú ÷ðüíîðè´üöü ïðèëåæå ìúíý, (!!!) âåëÿ ìè è ìîëÿ 
ïðåëîæèòè ¹÷èòåëüñêàÿ ñúêà´àíè, è âúñïîìèíà ìè ðå÷å: ïîïîâè ÷üòî åñòü èíî 
äýëî ðà´âý ¹÷åíü? äà åëüìà æå åñè ñë¹æüá¹ ò¹ ïðèÿëú, òî è ñå òè í¹æäà 
åñòü äýëàòè”, SADNIK,  )/Ekqesij: 6-8. 
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 THOMSON, Continuity: 142. 
67
 LAMBERT – VAN GORP, Describing translations: 52. TOURY, Nature and Role of 
Norms: 86. 
68
 THOMSON, Continuity: 143. 
69
 The other appendices to the Bogoslovie: chap. 49, under the heading O vĕrĕ, partly 
based on the chapter Peri\ pi/stewj from the  (Ellhnikw=n qerapeutikh\ paqhma/twn of 
Theodoret of Cyrus (AsPh 9,2); chap. 53, Nevĕrьnaago vъprosъ (AsPh 10/11), contains the 
translation of a part of Gregory of Nyssa’s dialogue with Macrina on the soul and the 
resurrection (Peri\ yuxh=j kai\ a)nasta/sewj o( lo/goj); there is no known model for chap. 54, 
Prikladi ô vъstanii. It is possible that the Exarch wrote this last chapter independently, see 
SADNIK, Prikladi. 
70
 Thomson also explains the abridgement as a conscious adaptation of the text to a 
new, recently converted public. THOMSON, John the Exarch: 37.  
  
The 14th century anonymus translated the text in full, presented as a whole 
together with Basil’s homilies on creation. Apparently there was an audience for 
Gregory’s text in this period, not only due, perhaps, to the increased level of 
learning, but also to the rising interest in mystical works within the hesychast 
movement71. We should also mention the apparent popularity, “ohne deutlich 
ersichtlichen Grund”, of the hexameral literature72. Possibly, Gregory’s text also 
profited from its connection to Basil’s Homiliae, because homilies were still at 
the very centre of the literary system.  
 
Description. Micro-level analysis. 
 
We will now proceed to the comparison of both translations with the source text 
on a micro-level. Within the scope of the present article, however, we have to 
confine ourselves to a representative fragment. We have chosen the elaborate 
simile in chapter 25,7 (not wholly without considerations concerning the 
content)73. We will not, as we previously did, compare isolated words. Rather 
than laying down the units for comparison a priori, we will define them in the 
process of mapping the translation onto its source text counterpart.  
 
“Thus, the analyst will go about establishing a segment of the target text, for which it would 
be possible to claim that – beyond its boundaries – there are no leftovers of the solution to a 
translation problem which is represented by one of the source text’s segments, whether 
similar or different in rank and scope” - “the units of comparative analysis would always 
emerge as coupled pairs of target- and source-segments, ‘replacing’ and ‘replaced’ items, 
respectively.”74 
 
In this way, we will try to reconstruct the translation decisions made by the 
Exarch and the anonymous translator.  
 
7. Kaqa/per ga/r tij mh/thr katallh/lwj tiqhnoume/nh to\ nh/pion, te/wj me\n 
a(pal%= te kai\ u(gr%= t%= sto/mati to\ ga/la dia\ th=j qhlh=j e)nti/qhsin!  
For as a mother who nurses her babe with due care for a time supplies milk by her 
breast to its mouth while still tender and soft;  
 
EX.: ÿêîæå áî è ìàòè ïðîòèâ¹ ìëàäåíüöþ è ýäü åì¹ äà¬òü, ´à 
ìëàäà ìëåêúìü íàäàâàþùè,  
Denwie auch eine Mutter angemassen dem Kleinkind ihm auch die Speise gibt, 
indem sie für das zarte (Kind) (sie) als Milch reicht,  
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 See supra, note 48.  
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 See PODSKALSKY’s bibliography on the subject, Theologische Literatur: 227-228. 
73
 FORBES, De conditione hominis: 256, with English translation by MOORE and 
WILSON, Select Writings: 415. The Exarch’s text with German translation is given according 
to the edition by Sadnik, Bruchstücke, AslPh 10/11: 172-174. The 14th century text is taken 
from our edition in preparation. 
74
 TOURY, Descriptive Translation Studies: 79 and 89. 
  
AN.: ßêîæå áî íýêàà ì(à)ò¸, ïîä(î)áíý ï¸òàþù¸ ìëàäýí°öà*, äî 
íý÷åñîãî ¹áî ìåê°ê¥ì° æå ¸ ìîêðîòí¥ìü óñòîìü ìëýêî ñüñöåìü 
âüëàãàåòü;  
* ï¸òàþù¸ ìëàäýí°öà et sim. Ch,N : ï¸òàþù¸ì¸ ìë(à)ä(ý)íöà 
et sim. R,Z,B 
 
The Exarch’s translation of this fragment should, as a whole, be considered as a 
replacing segment for its source text counterpart. There is hardly any room for 
breaking down the sentence any further. The syntactic structure deviates from 
that of the source text: [mh/thr] tiqhnoume/nh... e)nti/qhsin > [ìàò¸] ýäü äà¬òü!!! 
íàäàâàþùè: the Greek conjunct participle has become the main verb, the Greek 
main verb a conjunct participle75. dia\ th=j qhlh=j is left implicit in ìëåêúìü 
íàäàâàþùè. ´à ìëàäà (ìëàäú meaning a(palo/j as well as nh/pioj, neo/j) 
replaces the a(pal%= te kai\ u(gr%= t%= sto/mati, a change that cannot be isolated 
from the use of íàäàâàò¸ for e)nti/qhmi, whereby the couple of near-synonyms 
(a(pal%= te kai\ u(gr%=) is lost. In general, the diction is stripped of all the frills of 
the Greek original.  
 Establishing the replacing segments in the 14th century translation brings 
us to the level of words and, to some extent, of morphemes (e)n-ti/qhsin - âü-
ëàãàåòü) and small phrases (te/wj - äî íý÷åñîãî; dia\ th=j qhlh=j - ñüñöåìü).  
These words or semantic units tend to take the same place as their source text 
counterparts, at the surface (word sequence) as well as structurally (syntax). 
Lexically, the translator often uses fixed pendants for Greek words, with a 
predilection for formal correspondence.  
 
o)dontofuou=nti de\ h)/dh kai\ au)canome/n% prosa/gei to\n a)/rton, ou) traxu/n te 
kai\ a)kate/rgaston, w(j a)\n mh\ pericanqei/h t%= sklhr%= th=j trofh=j to\ tw=n 
ou)/lwn a(palo/n te kai\ a)gu/mnaston, a)lla\ toi=j i)di/oij o)dou=si katalea/nasa, 
su/mmetro/n te kai\ kata/llhlon t$= duna/mei tou= prosferome/nou e)poi/hsen!  
and when it begins to grow and to have teeth she gives it bread, not hard or such 
as it cannot chew, so that the tender and unpractised gums may not be chafed by 
rough food; but softening it with her own teeth, she makes it suitable and 
convenient for the powers of the eater; 
 
EX.: à êî w´¹áàòýåòü, òàêî õëýáà íàäàåòü íå ñ¹õà, íú ñàìà 
ñúæèâàþùè, äà åì¹ íå âðåäèòü äÿñíú*, 376a-b åäèíàêî íå 
¹òâðüäèâúøþ ñÿ*,  
aber wie es Zähne bekommt, so (ihm) Brot gibt (und zwar) nicht trockenes, 
sondern (es) selbst kaut, damit es ihm nicht das Zahnfleisch verletze, das sich 
noch nicht gefestigt hat,  
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 The Exarch’s habit to place the main verb at the beginning of a sentence has 
previously been pointed out: “Lorsque le verbe principal grec ne s’exprime qu’à la fin de la 
phrase, JE recherche l’antéposition afin de favoriser la transparence”, SELS, Deux 
traductions: 155.  
  
* II, IV, VIII desny; Ursprüngliche Leseart dęsny.  
  * Zu lesen sicher –vъsę sę, Gen. Übereingestimmt mit dęsny. 
 
AN.: ç¹á¥ æå ¸çðàñòàþùîìó þæå ¸ ðàñòåùîìó ïð¸íîñ¸òü õëýáü, íå 
äåáåë° æå ¸ òâðüäü, ÿêî äà íå ïð¸ðàç¥òñå ñóõîìó ï¸ùå ìëàä¥”õü 
ìåê°êîå ¸ íåwá¹÷åííî, íü ñâî¸ì¸ ç¹á¥ ñüäðîá¥âø¸, ñüìýðíî æå ¸ * 
ïîä(î)áíî ñ·ëîþ ïð¸íîñåùàãî* ñüòâîð¸;  
* æå ¸ Ch,N : æå om. R,Z,B 
* Gr. passive voice, tou= prosferome/nou, (= the child); Sl. active voice, 
ïð¸íîñåùàãî, probably secondary reading for passive ïð¸íîñåùàãîñå 
 
Since the Greek fragment as a whole echibits a marked stylistic pattern, e.g. the 
recurring doublets of near synonyms, our first delineation of the unit to be 
compared is the complete sentence. We notice that the three-part parallelism 
disappears completely in the Exarch’s translation (ñ¹õà, åäèíàêî íå 
¹òâðüäèâúø ñÿ, ø). He has also altered the information sequence: the two 
members of the antithesis (ou)... a)lla\), separated in the source text by the 
negative final clause, are brought together (íå!!! íú). We can farther define three 
smaller units for comparison:  
a. o)dontofuou=nti... a)kate/rgaston / à êî... ñóõà: the participial indirect 
object o)dontofuou=nti de\ h)/dh kai\ au)canome/n% is reduced to the adverbial clause 
à êî w´¹áàòýåòü, h)/dh and kai\ au)canome/n% are omitted as redundant. 
Another reduction, though rather a stylistic than a semantic one, is ou) traxu/n te 
kai\ a)kate/rgaston to íå ñ¹õà.  
b. w(j a)\n mh\... a)gu/mnaston / äà åì¹ íå... ¹òâðüäèâúøþ ñÿ: in John’s 
negative final clause, the active voice replaces the passive voice of the Greek, 
the implicit subject being [õëýáú ñ¹õú], to be compared with the Greek 
abstract agent, a nominalised adjective + adnominal genitive, t%= sklhr%= th=j 
trofh=j. The phrase can be considered as a metonym (the quality /abstract noun/ 
instead of the thing /adnominal genitive/) that has not been retained in 
translation. The same can be said of the subject of the Greek passive, again a 
nominalised adjective + adnominal genitive, to\ tw=n ou)/lwn a(palo/n te kai\ 
a)gu/mnaston, replaced by the concrete term äÿñíû and supplemented with a 
participle to account for the meaning of the Greek adjectives, åäèíàêî íå 
¹òâðüäèâúø ñÿ.  
c. a)lla\... e)poi/hsen / íú... ñúæèâàþùè: the Greek clause was heavily 
reduced, in size, rank and explicitness, to the conjunct participle íú ñàìà 
ñúæèâàþùè. Again we notice an inclination towards reduction.  
In the anonymus’ translation the three-part parallelism has been preserved 
(äåáåë° æå ¸ òâðüäü, ìåê°êîå ¸ íåwá¹÷åííî, ñüìýðíî æå ¸ ïîä(î)áíî), 
though part of the assonance and rhythm of the original has been lost. The 
metonyms are also preserved (ñóõîìó ï¸ùå, ìëàä¥”õü ìåê°êîå ¸ 
íåwá¹÷åííî). It is not clear, however, if this retrieval of the Greek rhetoric is a 
conscious effort to borrow the style of the fragment as a whole, or just the by-
product of a persistent pursuit of formal congruence. The anonymous 
  
translator’s penchant towards the use of morphological calques is clearly felt 
here: a)-gu/mnaston – íå-wá¹÷åííî, su/m-metro/n – ñü-ìýðíî, tou= pros-
ferome/nou – ïð¸-íîñåùàãî<ñå>.  
 
eiåta kata\ prosqh/khn th=j duna/mewj e)pididou/shj, proseqisqe\n toi=j 
a(palwte/roij h)re/ma to\ nh/pion prosa/gei t$= sterewte/r# trof$= *!  
and then as its power increases by growth she gradually leads on the babe, 
accustomed to tender food, to more solid nourishment;  
* t%= nhpi/% p. th\n sterewte/ran trofh\n i 
 
EX.: òàêî æå ñèëý ïðèáûâúøè è wáûêúø¹ îòðî÷àòè ìêúêàÿ ýäè 
ýñòè, ïî ìàëó îá¹÷¸òü è è æåñòîêûè õëýáú ýñò¸; þíîòý æå áûâúøþ 
åì¹ è ´ýëî æåñòîê¹þ åì¹* ýäü äàåòü åì¹* ýñòè –  
und so, nachdem die Kraft zugenommen hat und das Kind (nunmehr) gewohnt 
geworden ist, weiche Speisen zu essen, es langsam (daran) gewöhnt, auch hartes 
Brot zu essen; nachdem es aber zum Jüngling geworden, ihm auch sehr harte 
Nahrung zu essen gibt – 
* ein emu ist zu streichen. 
 
AN.: òà”æå ïî ïð¸ëîæåí·ó ñ¸ëý ïð¸äàâàþù¸, âüîá¥÷à¸âøóñå ìåê°ê¥ì¸ 
ïîìàëó ìëàäåíö¹ ïð¸íîñ¸òü òâðüäý¸øóþ ï¸ùó . 
 
Again, John’s translation of this fragment must be considered as a whole, as one 
solution to the translational problem posed by the source text sentence. The 
Greek anaphora (pros-, pros-, pros-) is not retained, but compensated. kata\ 
prosqh/khn is left implicit. The Greek participial constructions (the genitivus 
absolutus, th=j duna/mewj e)pididou/shj, and the conjunct participle proseqisqe\n) 
are both translated by a dativus absolutus, forming a chiasmus (subject – part. / 
part. – subject). While proseqisqe\n is complemented by a dative object (toi=j 
a(palwte/roij), the Exarch more explicitly complements wáûêúø¹ with an 
infinitive clause (ìêúêàÿ ýäè ýñòè). On stylistic grounds, John translates 
prosa/gei t$= sterewte/r# trof$= by îá¹÷¸òü è è æåñòîêûè õëýáú ýñò¸. He 
does not reduce his original here, but turns to amplificatio: another dativus 
absolutus is added. He hereby creates assonance in the three participles 
(ïðèáûâúøè, wáûêúø¹, áûâúøþ). The addition (þíîòý... ýñòè) enables 
John to create a three-part structure with epiphora (ýñòè, ýñò¸, ýñò¸) and 
recurring stem (ýä/ýñ).  
 In the 14th century translation, the prevalence of word-level congruence is 
clear once more. The anonymus’ liking for calques results in the preservation, at 
least partially, of the repetition of the prefix (pros-qh/khn, ïð¸-ëîæåí·ó; pros-
a/gei, ïð¸-íîñ¸òü). 
 
ou(/tw th\n a)nqrwpi/nhn mikroyuxi/an o( Ku/rioj oiâo/n ti nh/pion a)tele\j dia\ 
tw=n qauma/twn tre/fwn kai\ tiqhnou/menoj, prw=ton me\n e)n a)pegnwsme/n$ 
no/s% th\n th=j a)nasta/sewj prooimia/zetai du/namin, o(\ me/ga me\n hån t%= 
katorqw/mati, ou) mh\n toiou=ton oiâon a)pistei=sqai lego/menon! 
  
so the Lord, nourishing and fostering with miracles the weakness of the human 
mind, like some babe not fully grown, makes first of all a prelude of the power of 
the resurrection in the case of a desperate disease, which prelude, though it was 
great in its achievement, yet was not such a thing that the statement of it would be 
disbelieved. 
 
EX.: òàêî æå è ÷ëâ÷(ñ)ê¹þ || õ¹äîñòü ã'ü ÿêî è ìëàäåíüöÿ ÷¹äåñû 
äîÿ è êðúìÿ ïðüâîå âú îòú÷àÿíý ÷ë'âöý ÿ´åþ âúñêðüñåí¸þ 
ïðîòâàðÿåòü ñèë¹, åæå âåë·êî áÿøå ¹þðàâëåíèåìü (sic, instead of 
¹ïðàâëåíèåìü?), íú íå òàêî êî æå íå âýðîâàòè ïîâýäàåì¹! 
(wie also eine Mutter so an ihrem Kind handelt), ebenso erweist auch der Herr, 
indem Er die menschliche Schwäche wie ein Kleines Kind durch (Seine) Wunder 
säugt und nährt, zuerst bei der durch Krankheit (verursachten) Verzweiflung eines 
Menschen die Macht der Auferstehung, was (zwar) als Heilseinrichtung etwas 
Großes (wörtl.: groß) war, aber nicht so (groß), daß das Erzählte nicht zu glauben 
(wäre). 
 
AN.: Ñ¸öå ÷ë(îâý)÷üñêîå ìàëîä(¹)ø·å Ã(îñïîä)ü, ÿêîæå íýêîåãî 
ìëàäýíöà íåñüâðüøåíà, ÷þäåñì¥ ï¸òàå ¸ äîå, ïðýæäå ¹áî âü 
o÷ààííîìü íåä¹çý âüñêð(ü)ñåí·à ïðîwáðàæàåòü ñ·ëó, 2æå âåë¸êî ¹áî áý 
¸ñïðàâëåí·åìü, íå óáî f.159r || òàêîâî ÿêîâî* íåâýðîâàò¸ñå ãë(àãîë)åìî. 
  * ÿêîâî Ch,N : ÿêî R,Z,B  
 
This passage indicates that sometimes the Exarch also translates on the 
level of words or smaller lexical units. With a few exceptions, words can be 
considered here as ‘replaced’ and ‘replacing’ segments of the source text and the 
target text. However, some details reveal the different approaches of both 
translators, e.g. John’s addition or omission of particles (æå, me/n), and the 
implied a)tele\j. The change of one phrase towards a more explicit and concrete 
diction can be noticed: âú îòú÷àÿíý ÷ë'âöý ÿ´åþ for e)n a)pegnwsme/n$ no/s%. 
Farther there is a shift from passive to active voice: a)pistei=sqai lego/menon – íå 
âýðîâàò¸ ïîâýäàåì¹ (compare the anonymus’ translation íåâýðîâàò¸ñå 
ãë(àãîë)åìî).  
 Once more, the 14th century translation falls back on morphological 
calques: ìàëî-ä(¹)ø·å (compare õ¹äîñòü) for mikro-yuxi/an and íå-
ñüâðüøåíà for a)-tele\j. 
 
It is clear that the Exarch’s translation exhibits all kinds of ‘translational shifts’. 
John uses a variety of strategies to produce a target text that “resembles the 
original in a way which is relevant to [his] aim (…) and the needs and cognitive 
environment of the reader”76. Following Chesterman’s classification77, we can 
say that he uses a wide range of syntactic translation strategies, such as 
                                                          
 
76
 CHESTERMAN, Memes: 35. 
77
 CHESTERMAN, Memes: 94-112. 
  
transposition, or change of word class (G3), unit shift78 (G4), phrase, clause and 
sentence structure change (G5-7), cohesion change79 (G8) and rhetorical scheme 
change (G10). He rarely turns to literal translation (G1). Some of his semantic 
strategies are abstraction change (S5), distribution change (expansion and 
compression) (S6), trope change (S9), and other modulations of various kinds 
(S10). Pragmatic strategies are also important, especially the explicitness 
change (Pr2) and, to a lesser degree, the information change (Pr3) and coherence 
change80 (Pr6).  
The only strategies described by Chesterman that apply to the 14th century 
translation are the literal translation (G1) and loan or calque (G2). Nevertheless, 
one could assume a major ‘shift’ in this translation, notably the one described by 
Popovič: “All that (…) fails to appear where it might have been expected”81, i.e. 
on target language grounds. It is true that the anonymous translator does not 
make many concessions in favour of the target language. However, the radical 
borrowing of source language elements had probably lost its ‘foreignising’ 
character by the time the De hominis opificio was translated, and most of these 
elements adopted functions in the target language similar to their functions in 
the source language.  
One of the most remarkable differences between both translations seems 
to be the ‘unit of translation’, a notion not as unambiguous as it may seem. 
 
“Considered from a process-oriented point of view, the unit of translation is the stretch of 
source text on which the translator focuses attention in order to represent it as a whole in the 
target language (Lörscher 1993: 209).”82 
 
However, the mental processes that occur during translation remain unknown to 
us, so we can only rely on the product:  
 
“Considered from a product-oriented point of view, the unit of translation is the target-text 
unit that can be mapped onto a source-text unit.”83 
 
                                                          
78
 The word is borrowed from Catford. The units are: morpheme, word, phrase, clause, 
sentence, paragraph. CHESTERMAN, o.c.: 97. 
79
 “something that affects intra-textual reference, ellipsis, substitution, 
pronominalization and repetition, or the use of connectors of various kinds.” Ibid.: 98. 
80
 “Whereas the cohesion change strategy listed under G8 has to do with formal 
markers of textual cohesion, coherence changes have to do with the logical arrangement of 
information.” Ibid.: 111. 
81
 POPOVIČ, Concept: 79. 
82
 MALMKJAER, “Unit of translation”, RETS: 286. Not to be identified, as by Catford, 
with translation equivalent. Different kinds of ‘equivalence’ (formal, connotational, 
functional) can exist on different levels (structure, meaning, function) and on different ranks 
(morpheme, word, clause, sentence). 
83
 MALMKJAER, o.c.: 286.  
  
Contrary to what we would expect from his preface84, the Exarch does not 
confine himself to the lower grammatical levels. His ‘unit of translation’ seems 
to move up and down the scale of grammatical ranks, so that we can apply 
Catford’s term ‘unbounded translation’ to John’s work85. The anonymus, 
however, apparently tries to segment the source text into individual words or 
small word groups and to render those segments one at a time. This approach 
comes close to what Catford called a ‘rank-bound translation’, where the unit of 
translation seems largely confined to one or a few ranks, low in the hierarchy of 
grammatical units (words, but also morphemes and phrases)86. 
 
To conclude 
 
Scholars have always tried to establish the deeper motives for different 
translational approaches. Foreignising translations have been called instruments 
for cultural innovation87, while domesticating strategies have been considered a 
form of (imperialist or evangelical) conquest88.  
Other frequently mentioned factors are the prestige of the source 
language, the fear of heresy, the respect for a sacred source text, etc. Though we 
can assume that both John and the anonymus respected their source texts and 
tried to avoid deviation from the truth they carried, the general idea of what 
constitutes an appropriate translation had changed. In this respect, the case is 
illustrative for the history of the concept of translation, as much as for the 
history of actual translational practices. 
 
Nida once remarked: “When the question of the superiority of one translation 
over another is raised, the answer should be looked for in the answer to another 
question, ‘Best for whom?’.” This brings us back to the quotation from St. Paul, 
1Cor.3:289, a food metaphor similar to that used by Gregory. Maybe we cannot 
say that the Exarch, in his translation of chapters 25-27 of the De hominis 
opificio, was giving ‘milk’ to his neophyte audience, but he certainly, “ÿêîæå 
áî è ìàòè”, softened the ‘food’ by his translation, making it ‘suitable and 
convenient for the powers of the eater’. The anonymus’ more erudite audience, 
on the other hand, tolerated ‘more solid nourishment’, like an older child, whose 
mother “è ´ýëî æåñòîê¹þ åì¹ ýäü äàåòü ýñòè”. 
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 See supra, notes 66 and 67. 
85
 although Catford defines the notion ‘unit of translation’ somewhat differently, as 
pointed out in note 82. CATFORD, Linguistic Theory: 24-26.  
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 Ibidem. 
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 VENUTI, “Strategies of translation”, RETS: 242. 
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 VENUTI, o.c.: 241, and NIDA, who considers domestication a tool that efficiently 
assist the missionary, “Bible translation”, RETS: 22-28. 
89
 already used by THOMSON in a similar context, Continuity: 143. 
  
In conclusion, we wish to remark that, if a norm-based approach to translation 
description is to be effective, we have to move away from the treatment of 
translated texts as isolated elements, and set ourselves to the examination of 
larger corpora. The establishment of intertextual and intra- and intersystemic 
relations will contribute to our understanding of the specific norms that govern 
the production and reception of translations in a given context. In this respect the 
present publication does not come up to the mark, and can only be considered as 
a point of departure. 
   
Lara SELS 
Universiteit Gent
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